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An Integrated Approach to Personalized Procedural
Map Generation using Evolutionary Algorithms

William L. Raffe, Fabio Zambetta, Xiaodong Li, and Kenneth O. Stanley

Abstract—In this paper we propose the strategy of integrating
multiple evolutionary processes for personalized procedural content
generation (PCG). In this vein, we provide a concrete solution that
personalizes game maps in a top-down action-shooter game to suit
an individual player’s preferences. The need for personalized PCG
is steadily growing as the player market diversifies, making it more
difficult to design a game that will accommodate a broad range of
preferences and skills. In the solution presented here, the geometry
of the map and the density of content within that geometry are
represented and generated in distinct evolutionary processes, with
the player’s preferences being captured and utilized through a
combination of interactive evolution and a player model formulated
as a recommender system. All these components were implemented
into a test bed game and experimented on through an unsupervised
public experiment. The solution is examined against a plausible
random baseline that is comparable to random map generators that
have been implemented by independent game developers. Results
indicate that the system as a whole is receiving better ratings,
that the geometry and content evolutionary processes are exploring
more of the solution space, and that the mean prediction accuracy
of the player preference models is equivalent to that of existing
recommender system literature. Furthermore, we discuss how each
of the individual solutions can be used with other game genres and
content types.

Index Terms—Procedural content generation, personalized game
maps, hierarchical optimization, interactive evolutionary compu-
tation, NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies, recommender
systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

V IDEO game players come from many backgrounds1. The
study by Drachen et al. [1] of player types in the game

Tomb Raider: Underworld (Eidos Interactive, 2008) shows that,
even within a single game, players’ preferences can be varied
and there are many ways of achieving the same goal. Given
this, it is becoming increasingly difficult to design a game that
will accommodate a broad range of player preferences. In many
modern games, the only way that a player’s preferences can alter
the mechanics of the game is through manually set difficulty
levels that determine the skill of non-playable characters [2],
the time limit of each round of the game [3], or the number
of aids afforded to the player [4]. However, these systems are
usually reported to the player as a short list of nominal settings
and so do not perform well for those players whose abilities do
not match any of the provided settings [5].

W. L. Raffe, F. Zambetta, and X. Li is with the School of Com-
puter Science and IT, RMIT University, Melbourne, Vic 3001, Aus-
tralia. (e-mail: william.raffe@rmit.edu.au; fabio.zambetta@rmit.edu.au; xi-
aodong.li@rmit.edu.au)

K. O. Stanley is with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL 32816, USA (e-mail:
kstanley@eecs.ucf.edu)

1Entertainment Software Association: http://www.theesa.com/facts/index.asp

Instead of requiring the player explicitly set the difficulty
level and other settings, approaches such as dynamic difficulty
adjustment [4] and adaptive AI [2] have explored ways of mining
player experience data, so that the preferred settings can be
learned and adapted implicitly. More recently, experience-driven
procedural content generation (EDPCG) [6] has gained academic
interest as a means of incorporating learned player preferences
into a game by algorithmically creating content that is suitable
for that player.

The aim of this work is to provide the player with personalized
experiences through procedurally generating the maps of a game.
This is conducted in an online EDPCG manner in which the
player’s preferences are learned and used during the course
of the game. Furthermore, we investigate the decomposition
of the search-based map generation process into the geometry
(the non-interactive elements such as boundaries, architecture,
and clutter) and the content (the interactive elements such as
enemy characters and pick-ups), with different representations,
generative processes, evolutionary cycles, and means of cap-
turing player preferences for each. The solutions for each of
these are discussed in Section III and include the geometry
being represented as a tree structure and the content density
being calculated by a Compositional Pattern-Producing Network
(CPPN) [7]. While we borrow from the existing literature by
evaluating the geometry through interactive evolutionary com-
puting (IEC) [8], the density of content cannot as easily be
visualized to the player. Instead, CPPN candidates are evaluated
with a learned per-player preference model that is built around
the paradigm of a content-based recommender system (RS) [9].
This approach was motivated by the comparison between the RS
and adaptive gameplay research fields, provided by Medler [10].
The implementation evaluated here is a starting point for future
investigations into utilizing existing RS techniques in EDPCG
applications.

While the generative stages of numerous constructive PCG
and SBPCG systems use multi-phase approaches, SBPCG so-
lutions are usually conducted in a single-search format. By
integrating distinct searches, the dimensionality of the search
space and the fitness landscape can be divided, with dedicated
representations and fitness evaluation techniques used for each
search. The use of multiple optimization processes in an SBPCG
solution has been briefly explored in the past by Cook and Colton
[11] but, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first solution
of its kind in the EDPCG domain.

This paper extends upon previous work [12] that introduced
our personalized procedural map generation solution and gave an
initial qualitative analysis via the examination of the experiences
of three sample players. Here, we further the evaluation of this

http://www.theesa.com/facts/index.asp
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system with substantially more player data that is the result of an
unsupervised public experiment that aimed to test the integrated
solutions in a real-world setting. The details of the experiment
and metrics used for evaluation are given in Section IV and the
results of the experiment a subsequent discussion is provided in
Section V.

In summary, the four main contributions of this paper are: (1)
we propose the strategy of integrating multiple search cycles in
an SBPCG framework, with a focus on decomposing a map into
geometry and content density and optimizing them separately;
(2) we analyze the applicability of using a CPPN to calculate
the quantity and layout of content in a map; (3) we investigate
the evaluation of map candidates with an RS based per-player
preference model; and (4) we demonstrate how to approach
rigorous statistical evaluation of PCG systems in real-world
conditions.

Developing approaches to personalized content generation
within complete games remains a wide open area of research
wherein conventions and standards are still being established.
In this context, the comprehensive description and analysis in
this paper makes an important contribution to building an initial
critical mass of work from which a systematic science can be
developed and provides a representative example of statistically
evaluating a PCG system from noisy real-world player data.
Thus, this work is not only relevant for its individual success but
also as a data point in the larger enterprise of learning to build
satisfying games that generate their own content. Furthermore,
the individual solutions presented here each afford opportuni-
ties for generalization to other contexts, which are discussed
in Section VI. The conclusion in Section VII also discusses
intended future work into the use of collaborative filtering for
player modeling and improving the diversity of maps through
novelty search.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we discuss background knowledge and related
work regarding decomposed search-based map generators and
personalized PCG. Additionally, as one of the core principles
of this work is the use of an RS as a player model, a brief
background of RS in games is provided.

A. Evolving Game Maps

Search-based PCG (SBPCG) has risen in academic popular-
ity in recent years as an alternative to traditional rule-based
constructive PCG techniques, especially in the generation of
game maps. SBPCG solutions use a generate-and-test approach,
evaluating generated maps and using the current best to improve
future map candidates. Togelius et al. [13] provide an extensive
taxonomy and survey of such techniques. From their work, one
noticeable finding is that evolutionary algorithms have been a
common choice in SBPCG as they offer a means of iteratively
improving on previously found good content. Out of the existing
solutions that generate game maps, each focuses on different
game genres, has different genetic representations, and has
different heuristics for evaluating the maps that are generated,
highlighting the current creative exploration of the field.

Other than using evolutionary computation, another common
trait among many SBPCG solutions for generating maps is that
they use a single evolutionary framework. Multi-phased gener-
ation techniques have been successfully applied to constructive
PCG approaches, such as how Tutenel et al. [14] use multiple
PCG solutions to create complete buildings, how Uriarte and
Ontanón [15] use various stages with specific constraints to
generate maps in a real-time strategy game, or how Dormans
and Bakkes [16] aid developers in first structuring the mission
in a map and then procedurally generating the surrounding space.
Treanor et al. [17] even build playable games by taking a user
created graph-based description of the game, forming this in a
list of minor game mechanics, and then combining these into a
complete set of interacting rules and mechanics. These PCG
solutions use a divide-and-conquer approach, decomposing a
problem into more manageable sub-problems and using unique
and appropriate solutions for each.

However, this type of decomposition is not commonly applied
to SBPCG solutions. Some solutions, such as that of Togelius
et al. [18], address multiple aspects of a game map in the
genotype and fitness metrics, while others use separate gen-
erative processes during the genotype-to-phenotype conversion
[19]. However, only a single evolutionary framework is used and
therefore the authors search for solutions to multiple aspects of
map generation at the same time, using global fitness metrics
and breeding operations.

In cases where the generative process can be expressed as
a sequence of minimally interacting stages, each stage can
potentially contain its own search. Cook and Colton [11, 20]
apply this idea of decomposition by optimizing the geometry
of maps, the layout of player and non-player characters, and
the rule-sets of a game in multiple evolutionary strands that
proceed in parallel. Our approach is similar in that the problem
is decomposed into sub-problems with distinct generative and
search processes but differs in that hierarchical optimization is
used. That is, one evolutionary cycle is completed first and then
the resulting solution is used as an input or a constraint to the
next evolutionary cycle.

Finally, we take this opportunity to also explore the appli-
cation of a CPPN representation [7] and NeuroEvolution of
Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) [21] to map generation. CPPN-
NEAT has previously been used to generate game content,
including the trajectory of particle weapons [22], 3D models
of star-ship hulls [23], and the shape and color of flower petals
[24] but to the best of our knowledge has not been used in
the procedural generation of maps, specifically in calculating
quantities of content throughout the map.

B. Personalized Game Content

While some SBPCG solutions establish fitness evaluation
metrics based upon hypothesized criterion of high quality con-
tent, others capture a player’s preferences, skill, mood, or other
affective states in order to evaluate the appropriateness of the
content relative to that particular player, thus personalizing
the content to that player. These techniques, recently termed
experience-driven PCG (EDPCG) [6], commonly use SBPCG
as a base approach to iteratively improving content to cause a
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desired response in the user such as enjoyment or frustration.
Examples of these are the use of multi-user IEC to give players
control over the types of race tracks they play [8] or more subtly
monitoring which weapons the player interacts with to determine
parents when evolving particle weapons [22].

An alternative to allowing the player’s input to directly affect
the fitness evaluation is instead to model the player’s affective
state. Player modeling techniques capture information about
the player through subjective feedback, in-game activity, or
physiological responses [6] and can either be used to report
statistics about the players in order to better formulate a fitness
evaluation metric or can be used directly to predict whether
potential content will be appropriate for the player [25].

As an example, Shaker et al. [26] train neural networks offline
to model emotional states of players in a platform game. These
models are then used during gameplay to optimize controllable
parameters of future maps given the playing style of the player
in previous maps. In this approach, a single model is created
for each emotional state for all players. In contrast, Togelius
et al. [27] model individual players by constructing an agent
to mimic a player’s driving style and then using this agent to
evaluate tracks. The taxonomy provided by Smith et al. [25]
highlights that the use of learned per-player models to generate
game content (especially maps) is rare. Under their taxonomy,
our approach uses an Individual Induced Generative Reaction
model, for which only Polymorph [28] is listed as a comparable
solution, which combines a universal model of map segment
difficulty with individual models of player skill.

We use a combination of methods to capture and use the
preferences of individual players; borrowing from the literature
by using IEC to give players direct control over the evolution of
the map geometry while using a trained per-player preference
modeling technique to evaluate the distribution of content in
a map. We believe that per-player models better capture the
individuality of each player by preventing the preferences of
other players from skewing the learning process.

C. Recommender Systems in Games

In this paper, the player modeling process is framed as that
of an RS. The goals of RS [29] closely align with those of per-
sonalized PCG; both involve finding appropriate items (content)
that maximize a utility for a user (player) based upon items
that the user has previously interacted with or rated. In player
preference modeling, that utility is the player’s enjoyment of the
content. Medler [10] has previously made a similar qualitative
comparison between RS and adaptive gameplay. While Medler
identifies potential future work towards applying RS to adaptive
games, no example solution is implemented or experimented on.

Despite the similarities between RS and personalized PCG,
the relationship between the two fields is typically implicit. Of
those that explicitly state the use of an RS, Berkovsky et al. [3]
use collaborative filtering to set the time limit of a game map
to the average completion time of similar players. Zook and
Riedl [30] use a tensor factorization technique that is popular in
collaborative filtering to model a player’s change in skill over
time and Yu and Riedl [31] use a prefix based collaborative
filter to select a sequence of plot points in a game’s narrative.

Figure 1. A screenshot of gameplay in PCG: Angry Bots.

Our approach differs in that we use a content-based RS as a
per-player preference model, use explicit player feedback to
determine preferences, and use the RS player model during
fitness evaluation in an evolutionary cycle, thus using SBPCG
as a means of reducing the number of items evaluated by the
RS.

III. PERSONALIZED PROCEDURAL MAP GENERATION

In this section we first describe the game that is used as
a test-bed and then detail the geometry representation and its
evaluation through IEC, the CPPN representation of the content
density of a map, and the novel RS player model that is used to
determine the fitness of CPPN-NEAT candidates. This solution
was first described in [12].

A. PCG: Angry Bots

The game that is utilized in our experiments is titled PCG:
Angry Bots. It is built upon the Angry Bots technical demonstra-
tion provided free with the Unity game engine2. The game is a
single-player action-shooter played from a top-down perspective
and has mechanics similar to those of the multiplayer game Alien
Swarm (Valve Corporation, 2010). A screenshot of the game
being played is shown in Figure 1.

The goal of the game is simply to get from one end of a map
to the other. The maps are not typically complicated enough to
be classified as mazes and thus the challenge that the player will
experience is primarily a result of computer controlled enemies
they encounter.

Algorithm 1 outlines the gameplay and map generation sys-
tem. Players first sign into their accounts, which store all their
player data. If this is the player’s first map, then the map is
randomized, otherwise it is optimized using their player data. If
a map is randomized, both the geometry and content density
is randomly generated and the player experiences the map
immediately.

If the map is to be optimized, then the last geometry that
was played is evolved, producing seven offspring, which are
presented to the player through IEC. Once the player has selected
a geometry, CPPN-NEAT produces CPPN candidates, which

2Unity Game Engine: http://unity3d.com

http://unity3d.com
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Algorithm 1 An overview of the main game cycle.
1: player := PlayerLogin()
2: if (player is newPlayer)
3: generationMethod := randomize
4: CPPN := new CPPNObject(randomPopulationFlag)
5: RS := new RSObject()
6: else
7: generationMethod := optimize
8: CPPN := new CPPNObject(LoadLastPopulation())
9: RS := new RSObject(LoadPlayerData())
10: while (playing)
11: if (generationMethod is randomize)
12: geometry := RandomGeometry()
13: content := RandomContent(geometry)
14: else if (generationMethod is optimize)
15: geometryCandidates := Evolve(geometry)
16: Display(geometryCandidates)
17: geometry := GetPlayerInput(geometrySelection)
18: while (evaluations < 10000)
19: cppnCandidate := CPPN.NeatEvolution()
20: content := CPPN.Process(geometry, cppnCandidate)
21: mapCandidate := Combine(geometry, content)
22: features := ExtractFeatures(mapCandidate)
23: fitness := RS.ProbabilityOfLike(features)
24: CPPN.UpdatePopulation(cppnCandidate, fitness)
25: if (fitness is 1.0)
26: break
27: evaluations++
28: end while
29: content := CPPN.Process(geometry, CPPN.GetElite())
30: end else if
31: map := Combine(geometry, content)
32: RenderMap(map)
33: PlayMap()
34: rating := GetPlayerInput(ratingSelection)
35: features := ExtractFeatures(map)
36: RS.UpdatePlayerModel(features,rating)
37: generationMethod := GetPlayerInput(methodSelection)
38: end while

take coordinates from the selected geometry to calculate a
content density. The geometry and content are then combined
to produce map candidates from which features are extracted.
These features are classified by an RS-based player model and
the probability of the map being liked is assigned to the CPPN
candidate. This is repeated ten thousand times or until a perfect
fitness is found, at which time the elite CPPN is used to calculate
the optimized content density.

Once a map has been generated (through random generation or
optimization), it is rendered and experienced by the player. After
play, the player is asked to rate the map on a six point scale.
This rating and features of the map that was played are then
used to update the RS player model. The player then chooses
whether to randomize or optimize the next map and the process
repeats.
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Figure 2. An example of a map’s geometry represented as a fixed n-ary tree.
S is the starting room and E is the exit room. Each square is a potential node
location. Each circle is an instantiated node (room).

B. Geometry and Content Density Optimization

There are two evolutionary cycles used to search for a map
in PCG: Angry Bots; one for geometry and one for content
density. These two components are minimally linked through
hierarchical optimization by first generating the geometry and
then using it to calculate the content densities. In the context
PCG: Angry Bots, the geometry determines the length of the
game and provides opportunities for limited exploration, while
the location and quantity of content (enemies and pick-ups)
within the geometry is the primary determinant of the difficulty
of the map.

The geometry of a map in PCG: Angry Bots is generated by
connecting pre-made room and corridor templates together in a
fixed n-ary tree structure. In this structure, an example of which
is shown in Figure 2, each edge is a corridor and each node is a
room. In this implementation, n = 3 simply because there are no
room templates with more than four doors. There is exactly one
node in which the player starts (the start room) and one node
that they must reach to successfully complete the map (the exit
room). The path between these rooms must have a minimum of
two rooms and there is no maximum. There is a random chance
that each node will have a branch, with less of a chance further
along branches to prevent bloat.

The tree is referred to as ‘fixed’ because when a map is
created during the random generation of the first evolutionary
population, each node in the tree is labeled with [depth, sibling]
coordinates. From there, a node’s label is only altered minimally
by all future mutation operations. For example, in Figure 2, if
node (2, 0) is removed, nodes (2, 1) and (2, 2) are not re-labeled.
This is done to limit the impact of geometry mutations on the
content density search process. Mutation is conducted by adding
new nodes and creating branches from them, removing nodes and
all children that don’t lead to the exit node, or the permutation
of a node’s reference to a room template. Each offspring map is
validated to make sure that no rooms or corridors will overlap
once the map is rendered for play. If the validation fails, then the
offspring is discarded and mutation is attempted again. It takes,
on average, 30 milliseconds on a 3.07GHz quad-core processor
to mutate and validate a single offspring.

Fitness evaluation of the geometry is conducted through IEC.
For every map that a player experiences, they are shown a menu
screen such as the one depicted in Figure 3. This menu shows
the geometry of the previous map that was played as well as
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Figure 3. The geometry selection menu in PCG: Angry Bots. The menu
facilitates the use of IEC.

the first seven valid offspring of that map. The player is then
required to choose the geometry of the map that they wish to
play next, which then becomes the parent for the next generation
of geometries.

During this process, the player has an opportunity to memorize
the geometry. While this limits exploration potential for players,
it was decided that this was a positive trait. As the geometries
are not mazes and the only rewards for exploration are additional
pick-ups, there is already limited exploration potential. By
showing the geometry through IEC, experienced players can
memorize it and, at junctions of multiple paths, decide whether
it is a good idea to pursue the potential of extra pick-ups (of
which the player is unsure of) or continue straight to the exit of
the map.

Once the player has selected a geometry through IEC, the
densities of content across the map are optimized. In PCG:
Angry Bots, there are six types of content: three enemies (Spider
Bots, Buzz Bots, and Mechs) and three pick-ups (Ammo, Health,
and New Weapons).

The manually constructed room templates utilized for the
geometry generation also define the maximum quantity and
location of each content type and so the quantity of each content
type must be calculated for each room. This is done to ensure
that there is a logical layout of content in each room and thus
no validation process is needed. Each content type in each room
can have a discretized setting of None, Low, Medium, or High.
Choosing a setting for each content type in each room is done by
using the coordinates of each node in the fixed n-ary tree of the
chosen geometry as input to a Compositional Pattern-Producing
Network (CPPN) [7].

Figure 4 shows the input and output structure of the CPPN
network. The input to the network utilizes the depth and sibling
coordinates of each node in the user selected geometry, as
well as a bias value of 1.0. Both inputs are normalized to
the range of [0.0, 1.0] by dividing the depth by the maximum
depth of the current geometry tree and the sibling coordinate
by the maximum number of siblings at the corresponding depth.
There are six outputs, one for each of the content types, that
each provides a value between [−1.0, 1.0], which is in turn
discretized into one of the earlier mentioned settings. If there

Evolved Hidden Layer

nSiblingnDepth Bias

MechBuzzSpider Health Ammo Weapon

Figure 4. The input and output structure of the CPPN used for calculating the
quantity of each content type in each room of a map. From top to bottom are
the input layer, hidden layer, and the output layer. Both inputs are normalized
to the range of [0, 1] and outputs are in the ranges of [−1.0, 1.0], which are
discretized to one of the four pre-determined content quantity settings.

is no connection to an output node, then the output value will
default to the ‘Medium’ setting.

The hidden layer of the CPPN is optimized through Neu-
roEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) [21]. The Sharp-
NEAT [32] implementation of CPPN-NEAT was used here.
For each player selected geometry, 10, 000 fitness evaluations
are conducted to optimize the content density. There were 50
candidates per generation, with no repeated evaluations, and
5 species. This gives CPPN-NEAT ample time to find an
acceptable solution. Sine, Gaussian, bipolar sigmoid, and linear
activation functions were used with equal probability of being
chosen at each node. An absolute complexity regulation strategy
was used with a complexity threshold of 50. This allows for the
CPPN candidates to expand and shrink quickly and encourages
exploration while also restricting the maximum CPPN size.
Finally, all CPPNs were acyclic networks as we have no need of
the internal memory properties of a cyclic network. On average,
an entire round of CPPN-NEAT evolution, including calculating
the content density of, extracting features from, and classifying
10, 000 map candidates, takes roughly 6 seconds.

IEC was judged to be a sufficient method of evaluating geom-
etry candidates because the geometry can be clearly previewed
to the player and a player can quickly decide their preferences
regarding the shape and size of the map. While this approach
could also be potentially used for evaluating the content density,
this will require more effort from the player as they will need
to study each map candidate carefully, interpreting a legend
(such as those used later in Figure 5) and making a roughly
calculated decision. However, we wanted the player to convey
their preferences easily to reduce interruptions to gameplay.
Thus, each CPPN candidate is instead evaluated by first cal-
culating the content density for every room of the geometry,
then extracting features of the map and evaluating it through a
per-player preference model, which is described next.

C. Player Modeling with Recommender Systems

We frame the player modeling process as that of a tradi-
tional content-based RS [29]. More specifically, a model-based
approach is used in which a player rates each map that they
play and that rating, along with extracted map features, are used
to train a classifier. That classifier is then used to predict the
likelihood that the player will like a content density that results
from a CPPN candidate. Note that a content-based RS calculates
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similarities between the items (maps) that a user (player) has
already rated and those that they have not yet experienced. Every
user is considered in isolation and their recommendations are
not influenced by the actions of other users. This is opposed to
a collaborative filter [29], which compares similarities between
users. Collaborative filters are difficult to use in this context
because they require items to be co-rated and given the enormous
size of the solution space of the earlier described generative
systems, it is rare that two players will experience the same
map.

A Naive Bayes (NB) classifier was used due to its reported
success in other RS applications [33] and initial testing on
sample data generated by our research team that indicated that
NB performed well for the training set sizes that players are
likely to produce in PCG: Angry Bots. The following 18 features
are extracted from each map candidate and used to predict
whether the player will enjoy the map:

• Enumerated Sums - The settings {None, Low, Medium,
High} are enumerated as {0, 1, 2, 3} and a sum of each
of the 6 content types across the entire map is calculated.

• Room Composition Counts - The six content types are
condensed to two categories, Enemies (E) and Pick-ups (P),
and the four settings are condensed into Low and High. This
creates 4 possible room types: LowE-LowP, LowE-HighP,
HighE-LowP, and HighE-HighE. The quantity of each room
composition is counted throughout the map.

• Room Transition Counts - As with the Room Compositions,
Content types and settings are reduced. There are 4 enemy
transition types: LowE-to-LowE, LowE-to-HighE, HighE-
to-LowE, and HighE-to-HighE. There are also 4 similar
transition types for pick-ups. Each edge of the geometry
tree will belong to one enemy transition type and one pick-
up transition type.

The above feature values are all normalized by dividing by the
total number of rooms in the map. The NB independent feature
assumption doesn’t hold true for some of these features but
this doesn’t appear to negatively impact the performance of the
classifier. This behavior has also been witnessed by Domingos
and Pazzani [34].

These features were determined through expert knowledge and
without the rigorous feature evaluation conducted in previous
procedural map generation studies [26]. This is because we
wanted to evaluate the system’s performance in suboptimal
circumstances, which would allow the system to be quickly
adapted for other games given expert knowledge. If the system
can be shown to perform well under these conditions, then it is
likely that the performance would increase with a more thorough
feature selection process.

A trade-off between the granularity of a multi-class setup
and the performance of a binary class setup was achieved by
converting the player’s nominal rating into a weighted binary
class value. The player ratings {Very Bad, Bad, Poor, Fair,
Good, Very Good} are evenly divided into two classes {Dislike,
Like} and given weights of {2, 1, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 2} respectively.
Therefore, a rating of ‘Very Bad’ or ‘Very Good’ will have a
strong influence over the classifier while ratings of ‘Poor’ and
‘Fair’ will only make weak contributions to the classes.

This type of rating system was chosen so that the system
would be coherent with much of the literature in the RS field.
However, Yannakakis and Hallam [35] provide a comparative
analysis of post reporting techniques for player modeling and
found that a pairwise preference approach introduces less error.
The results presented in [12] show that there is indeed an issue
associated with the order that maps are experienced, especially
as a player’s preferences and skill change rapidly in the first few
maps. However, it was found that while the classifier may take
a sudden penalty for contradicting training data, this is typically
quickly negated by further training data that aligns with the new
preferences.

D. Random Generation

In PCG: Angry Bots, after each map is completed and the
player has rated it, they have the option of generating the next
map through the use of the mechanisms described above or by
completely randomly generating the map. Every map played
during the experiment fits into one of these categories and is
referred to as either an optimized map or a randomized map. The
option to randomly generate a map was provided as a means
of introducing variety if the player felt that they were being
given similar maps over and over. This was in anticipation of
overspecialization in the evolutionary optimization or RS player
model; an issue that eventuated during the experiment and is
discussed later.

If the player chooses to randomly generate a map, then a tree
with a random number of nodes between the start and exit rooms
is produced and each node is given a chance to have branches.
The tree is then validated in the same way that a mutated tree is,
regenerating the entire tree if the validation fails. Once the tree
is constructed, the content setting of each content type of each
node in the tree is randomly assigned, with each setting having
an equally likely probability of being chosen.

Player ratings are also gathered for randomized maps in order
to further train the RS player model. These randomized maps and
their ratings act as a baseline comparison in the results below.
The random generation algorithm used here is a plausible PCG
solution and, as results show later, is quite capable of providing
enjoyable experiences to players. By using this approach we are
able to compare our implementation to game genres such as
rogue-likes that successfully utilize similar constrained random
map generators that ensure playable and minimally enjoyable
maps but otherwise do not draw upon computational intelligence
to improve the quality of the maps.

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND EVALUATION METRICS

The PCG: Angry Bots game was made available to play
online3 and general invitations to participate were distributed
through various social networking channels. This experiment
was anonymous and unsupervised, and therefore participants
could play the game for as little or as long as they wanted.
Information about the maps that were played, player ratings,
and player activity was recorded. As well as playing the game,

3PCG: Angry Bots download:
http://goanna.cs.rmit.edu.au/~wraffe/ExperimentHome.html

http://goanna.cs.rmit.edu.au/~wraffe/ExperimentHome.html
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participants were given the option to complete a survey4 on their
experience.

In this section we describe the metrics used to evaluate the
collected data, the results of which are reported in Section V.
This user study was primarily conducted to test the fixed n-
ary tree and CPPN representations in a real game situation, to
analyze the experiences that players had and their preferences,
and to evaluate the accuracy of an RS per-player preference
model. This section describes the non-parametric statistical tests,
the content balance calculations, and the approach to mean
classification accuracy used to evaluate these properties of the
system.

A. Statistical Analysis Tests

For the following discussion, the set of all optimized maps and
the set of all randomized maps are referred to as SOpt and SRand

respectively. Statistical analysis of these two sets is provided
through the following non-parametric tests. Unless otherwise
stated, these tests are conducted on the ratings provided by the
players, rather than the binary classes used by the NB classifier.

We first use the chi-squared (χ2) test of independence to test
whether the rating of a map is dependent on the set (SOpt or
SRand) it belongs to. The null hypothesis (H0) states that the
two sets are independent of the ratings received. To reinforce
this, we then use the Mann-Whitney U test [36] to test whether
or not maps from SOpt receive statistically better ratings than
those from SRand. Here, H0 states that there is no difference
between the two sets and the alternative hypothesis (H1) states
that SOpt performs better than SRand.

B. Content Balance

Visualizing content trends among all players can be difficult
when considering all six content types. Thus, for much of the
evaluation of the content densities in this paper, we summarize
the six content types into their broader categories: enemies
and pick-ups. The assumption made here is that increasing the
number of enemies of any kind will increase the difficulty of a
room or map equally and increasing any pick-up quantity will
reduce difficulty equally. While this assumption isn’t entirely
accurate (e.g. ammo is more valuable than health in this game), it
does give a clear impression of the types of content distributions
being experienced by players.

With this in mind, the change in difficulty throughout a
map can be summarized by first enumerating each of the four
content settings {None, Low, Medium, High} as {0, 1, 2, 3} and
calculating the content balance of a room as the sum of all pick-
ups minus the sum of all enemies. Therefore, a reduction in
the content balance value from one room to the next indicates
that the difficulty is increasing and vice versa. If the content
balance is calculated for every room on the direct path between
the start and end rooms, we can categorize the linear experience
as increasing in difficulty, decreasing in difficulty, fluctuating
between the two, or holding a constant difficulty across all
rooms.

4Survey questions: http://goanna.cs.rmit.edu.au/~wraffe/QualtricsSurvey.pdf

C. Mean Prediction Accuracy

The performance of the RS player model is deduced by
comparing the predicted rating of a map with the rating that
the player provided (on the binary class scale of {Dislike, Like})
and updating a confusion matrix for that player. Accuracy [37] is
then calculated for each player by dividing the number of correct
predictions by the total number of predictions at a given map
index. Once accuracy is calculated for every player at every map
index that they experienced, the mean accuracy of all players at
each map index is calculated. A map index is simply the order
that a map was played in. For example, map index 3 is the third
map played by a player.

A slight variation on the above accuracy measurement is k-
fold cross validation. Here, the ratings so far from a player at a
given map index are divided into k partitions (folds), using k−1
folds as training data and the last fold as the test set to calculate
accuracy. This is repeated multiple times, allowing each fold to
be the test set once, and then taking the mean accuracy of all
tests. Once this is done for each player at a given map index, the
mean value of all players is calculated. More specifically, we use
leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) where k equals the map
index, thus using a single map and rating pair as the test set in
each fold. Due to the small training set sizes, LOOCV is used to
allow as much data as possible to be used in training each fold.
At a given map index, accuracy describes the real performance of
a classifier so far, while LOOCV instead indicates a classifier’s
ability to generalize to unseen test data given the quantity of
training data currently available.

As CPPN-NEAT is given ample time to search for a content
density candidate that the NB classifier will predict to be liked,
negative predictions are rare. Thus, precision shows similar
results to accuracy and recall typically remains perfect after
the first true-positive that a player experiences. Therefore, these
metrics and subsequent measures, such as F1 and area under
ROC, are not reported.

D. Comparative Classifiers

In the results below we show the performance of the NB
classifier that was used in the game along with a few additional
classifiers that have been utilized in previous content-based RS
research [33, 9]. The first is a multilayer perception with one
hidden layer containing 12 hidden nodes, trained through back-
propagation. The second is the IB1 nearest neighbor algorithm
[38], the third is a J48 decision tree [39], and the fourth is a
random forest classifier [40]. Finally, two runs of a random
classifier are provided to show a baseline comparison. This
classifier randomly predicts a class for each map of each player.
If this classifier were to be used as the RS in the actual game, it
would cause all optimized maps to also be randomly generated.

The user experiment was only conducted with NB and so the
maps in SOpt are a result of its use. The other classifiers are
evaluated offline. This may cause some undesirable effects in
the learning capabilities of the other classifiers. However, these
plots give a general indication of the performance of the player
model if one of the other classifiers had been used.

http://goanna.cs.rmit.edu.au/~wraffe/QualtricsSurvey.pdf
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Figure 5. Examples of well rated maps. Each colored square represents a single piece of content, corresponding to the provided legend.

V. RESULTS

The results of the PCG: Angry Bots experiment are provided
in this section by using the metrics described above. In [12]
we provided an initial high level qualitative examination of the
types of maps that were being generated and the experiences that
individual players were having. This was done by examining the
playing time of three sample players. In contrast, the results
presented here show a broader, more aggregate view of the
experiences that a larger sample of players had by utilizing
the full set of player data that was collected during the public
experiment.

A. General Results

Figure 5 shows just a few of the maps that were rated well
by players. Due to the large solution space of both the geometry
and the content quantities, there is a wide variety in maps that
were played and no exact map was played by more than one
player. As it is hard to establish correlation between such varied
maps on a visual basis, readers are referred to [12] for examples
of the kind of maps that were evolved for specific players.

Table I shows general results of the experiment. In total, 202
participants played at least one map or more. However, many
users only played a handful of maps with the median number
of maps played being 4. Meanwhile, the number of users that
played ten maps or more was 20. A total of 893 maps were
played, of which 570 were optimized and 323 were randomized.
Users successfully completed 502 of those maps by reaching
the exit, while the rest were skipped over. Players completed
67.89% of optimized maps and only 35.60% of randomized
maps, a difference that is significant at p = 0.005 and with
a medium Cohen effect size [41] of 0.31, determined from
a Mann-Whitney U test where H0 states that the number of
completed optimized maps is less than or equal to the number
of completed randomized maps. This suggests that optimized
maps were more feasible for players’ skills and therefore more
likely to be completed.

While the median of SOpt and SRand are the same and the
mean ratings appear to be similar, there is in fact a slight statis-
tical difference between the two. Unfortunately, there is no clear
aggregate view of ratings improving in SOpt as the map index
increases. This is due to fluctuating ratings caused by changing
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Table I
GENERAL RESULTS FROM THE USER STUDY. SOpt IS THE SET OF ALL

OPTIMIZED MAPS (USING IEC, CPPN-NEAT, AND RS PLAYER MODELS).
SRand IS THE SET OF ALL RANDOMLY GENERATED MAPS.

Players (>= 1 Map) 202 Players (>= 10 Maps) 20
Maps Played 893 Maps Completed 502
Median Maps Played 4 Mean Maps Played 5.7
Opt Maps Played 570 Rand Maps Played 323
Opt Maps Completed 387 Rand Maps Completed 115
Mean SOpt Rating 3.87 Mean SRand Rating 3.73
Median SOpt Rating 4 (Fair) Median SRand Rating 4 (Fair)

Table II
SURVEY QUESTION ASKING RESPONDENTS TO RATE THEIR LAST FEW MAPS

IN COMPARISON TO THEIR FIRST FEW.

Number of Respondents
Answer All Responses Played >= 7 Maps
Much Worse 0 0
Worse 4 0
About the Same 10 1
Better 22 9
Much Better 6 6
Total 42 16

player preferences and skill, as well as the overspecialization
of the RS player models and CPPN-NEAT evolution leading
to repetitive experiences or evolution pushing optimization too
far in one direction. This means that at any map index, some
players are having positive experiences and other are having
negative ones, leading to a constant median rating of either
‘Poor’ or ‘Fair’ at every map index. These fluctuating ratings
were observed in the sample player analysis in [12].

Instead, Figure 6 shows the percentage of maps that have a
certain rating in either SOpt or SRand. Both sets approximate a
normal distribution, however, the ratings in SOpt show a slight
positive bias, with the ‘Fair’ and ‘Good’ ratings being selected
most often, while the ratings in SRand are slightly more skewed
to the negative side, with ‘Fair’ and ‘Poor’ being the most used
options. More ‘Good’ and ‘Very Good’ ratings were given to
SOpt, as well as slightly more ‘Bad’ and ‘Very Bad’ ratings but
less ‘Poor’ and ‘Fair’. This suggests that the personalized map
generation is generally performing better than a random baseline
but that it also polarized ratings. That is, typically the system is
performing well but when it is underperforming, the maps are
worse than the random baseline.

In the χ2 test, H0 (the two sets are independent of the ratings
they received) was rejected with p = 0.001, which suggests that
the two sets are not related and that the ratings are dependent
on whether the map was optimized or not. As one of our sample
sets is a random baseline, this tells us that our algorithm is not
simply generating maps at random or that the ratings they are
receiving are not a matter a chance. For the Mann-Whitney U
test, H0 (SOpt is worse or equal to SRand) was rejected with
p = 0.033, indicating that the optimized maps are receiving
better ratings than the randomly generated ones.

Unfortunately, in both of these tests the effect size is small.
For the χ2 test, the φ coefficient [42] is only 0.17, a small effect
size when judged by Cohen’s effect size bands [41]. Meanwhile,
using the Mann-Whitney effect size estimate suggested by Gris-
som and Kim [43], if an optimized map and a randomized map
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Figure 6. The percentage that each rating makes up of the optimized (set SOpt)
and the randomized (set SRand) maps.

were chosen from their sets at random, there is a 0.54 probability
of the optimized map having a better rating; only slightly better
than an equal chance.

Finally, a total of 42 players responded to the optional post-
play survey. It should be noted that because the survey was
optional, survey respondents were likely to be more invested in
the game or experiment than other players, which may affect the
survey results. Indeed, the average respondent played three more
maps than the average non-respondent. However, there were no
significant differences between the rating distributions, geometry
sizes, and content of maps played by the two groups.

In the survey, participants were asked to rate their experi-
ence towards the end of their play time as compared to their
experience at the beginning. The first column of Table II shows
the possible answers to that question. From this group, 68% of
respondents said that their experience got either better or much
better. The majority of the remainder said that their experience
didn’t change much and only four respondents said it got worse.
No respondents said that their experience got much worse.

The positive bias of these responses matches that of the
nominal rating histogram for optimized maps in Figure 6 and
the responses themselves are statistically significant. The one-
sample Wilcoxon test [44] was used to test against an expected
median of 3 (‘About the Same’), with H0 stating that the median
of the responses is less than or equal to this hypothesized median.
Here, p < 0.001, indicating that the responses are significantly
better than ‘About the Same’. The Cohen-comparable effect size
value here is 0.65, indicating a strong result.

It is also worth noting that in terms of reported enjoyment ver-
sus the number of maps played, there is a Spearman correlation
of 0.52 at significance p < 0.001. Many of the respondents
that answered that their experience got worse or stayed the
same did not play many maps. The third column of Table II
includes only respondents who played seven or more maps. All
the respondents that indicated that the game got worse have been
eliminated and all but one of the “About the Same” respondents
have been removed. Alternatively, none of those that stated that
their experience got much better have been removed.

B. Geometry

Figure 7a shows the distribution of the number of rooms in
maps created from mutation (‘Optimized’) and random genera-
tion (‘Randomized’), taken from 100, 000 valid maps generated
through each technique. Small maps are favored during both
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Figure 7. (a) *-Dist: The percentage of maps with the specified number of rooms
given 100, 000 valid mutated and randomly generated geometries. *-Played: The
percentage of maps with the specified number of rooms that were played. (b)
The rating distribution of maps that had 4 or more rooms.

mutation and random generation because validation fails more
often as maps get bigger. However, mutated maps are more likely
to be successfully validated. For random generation, validation
succeeded 37.07% of the time for maps with only 2 rooms,
7.06% of the time for maps with 5 rooms, and only 1.8% of
the time for maps with only 10 rooms. The success rate was
higher for mutation with 83.28%, 43.42%, 6.59%. Mutation is
also slightly more inclined towards growth due to the branching
process of the addition operator and so when combined with
the validation success rate produces a more even distribution
in small map sizes than random generation. If more large maps
were desired, the mutation probability could be adjusted to favor
the addition operator even more or the branching rate could be
forced to higher ranges.

Figure 7a also shows the distribution of geometry sizes that
were actually played during the experiment. Despite being given
opportunities for larger maps in most IEC cycles, players chose
shorter maps more often, with a strong emphasis on two room
geometries. Oddly though, this result conflicts with the responses
to a survey question that asked how large a respondent’s ideal
map would be. Only 4.76% of respondents said their ideal map
would be small (2 to 4 rooms), while the remainder of players’
ideals were close to evenly split between medium (5 to 7 rooms)
and large (more than 7 rooms) maps. Figure 7b supports this
survey results by showing the rating distribution for maps with
four or more rooms (113 optimized maps and 84 randomized
maps). Larger optimized maps were more likely to be rated well
rather than badly and received a higher proportion of ‘Good’ and
‘Very Good’ ratings than randomized maps. For maps with three

Table III
DIFFICULTY TREND OF A MAP CROSS TABULATED WITH THE RATINGS

RECEIVED. VALUES ARE SHOWN AS A PERCENTAGE OF ALL MAPS IN THE
RESPECTIVE DIFFICULTY TREND. ALSO SHOWN ARE THE RATINGS FOR MAPS

WITH ONLY TWO ROOMS AND THE PERCENTAGE OF MAPS IN EACH TREND
THAT MAKE UP SOpt .

Increase Decrease Fluctuate Constant 2 Rooms
Very Bad 5.13% 7.02% 5.08% 11.43% 7.33%

Bad 6.41% 22.81% 8.48% 14.29% 10.56%
Poor 23.08% 19.30% 8.48% 14.29% 20.82%
Fair 29.49% 24.56% 22.03% 11.43% 26.69%

Good 20.51% 12.28% 32.20% 40.00% 23.75%
Very Good 15.38% 14.03% 23.73% 8.56% 10.85%
% of SOpt 13.68% 10% 10.35% 6.14% 59.83%

rooms or less, the rating distrubtion closely resembles that of the
histogram earlier presented Figure 6.

C. Content Density

Here we show a few qualitative results that pertain to the use
of a CPPN to calculate the content settings of a map. Firstly,
it’s worth noting there is no statistical correlation between
the complexity of the geometry (number of rooms) and the
complexity of the CPPN used to calculate the content settings
of a map. There is also no correlation between the player’s
rating and the complexity of the CPPN. This implies that the
complexification process of CPPN-NEAT is not being utilized
to its fullest potential, which is likely a result of the discrete
input and output of the CPPN representation.

Figure 8 shows heat maps for all optimized maps and for
all randomized maps in the feature space of percent of enemies
versus percent of pick-ups, grouped into 5% bins. These are the
percentages of the number of enemies or pick-ups in a map out
of the maximum allowable number of enemies or pick-ups in
that map.

What is immediately obvious from these heat maps is that
the CPPN representation is allowing for more exploration of
this solution space. With randomized maps, while the setting
of each content type in each room of a map is uniformly
random and independent, the sum of the settings across the map
results in the Gaussian distribution shown in Figure 8b. The
CPPN representation, however, is generating more maps that
have consistently lower or higher levels of content in every room,
thus producing more consistent patterns of content throughout a
map. To improve the random baseline in future work, it would be
beneficial to first randomly generate a maximum content density
for enemies and pick-up and then randomly activate content in
the rooms of geometry until this maximum density is reached.

In using the content balance metric described earlier in Section
IV-B, Table III shows the four mentioned difficulty trends cross
tabulated with the ratings given to each map. This only includes
the 229 optimized maps that had three or more rooms between
the start and end of the map, as the fluctuating difficulty trend
is not possible with only two rooms. The final column shows
the ratings given to maps with only two rooms. Additionally,
the final row of the table shows the percentage of maps with the
given trend in SOpt.

Of interest in these results is that 77.96% of maps with
fluctuating difficulty were liked, with a rating of ‘Fair’ or
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(a) Optimized maps
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(b) Randomized maps

Figure 8. Heat maps of all (a) optimized and (b) randomized maps that were played, plotted in the feature space of percent of enemies against percent of pick-ups.
All black areas indicate that no maps were played with the corresponding enemy and pick-up percentages.

better. Additionally, 23.73% of fluctuating maps were rated
‘Very Good’. Both of these are higher proportions than any
other difficulty trend. In a Mann-Whitney U test where H0 is
that fluctuating maps receive worse or equal ratings than the
other three difficulty trends, the null hypothesis was rejected at
p = 0.003 and if one map of each was drawn at random there is
a 0.62 probability of the fluctuating map having a better rating;
this was not the case for equivalent tests for any of the other
difficulty trends. This indicates that maps that have fluctuating
difficulty are more likely to be enjoyed.

Following from this, maps with increasing difficulty are the
second most likely type to be enjoyed, with a total of 65.38%
of those maps being liked. Next were maps with only two
rooms, with 61.29% of these small maps being liked. Also, as
was highlighted in the previous section, despite the moderate
ratings and the responses to the user survey, maps with only two
rooms were played much more often than larger maps, making
up nearly 60% of all ratings. Out of those maps with three
or more rooms, the distribution of difficulty trends that were
played is relatively even. Finally, while the constant difficulty
trend had the highest proportion of ‘Good’ ratings, it also had
the lowest percentage of ‘Very Good’ ratings and had the second
highest proportion of maps that were disliked (59.99% liked),
with maps with decreasing difficulty having the worst ratings
overall (50.87% liked).

D. Player Model Prediction Accuracy

Figure 9 shows the mean accuracy and LOOCV for the first 18
map indices for the various classifiers. The means are calculated
from all players who played more than two maps, except for two.
The next subsection details the reasons for excluding these two
players from the plots. The mean accuracy measurement only
includes predictions on maps in SOpt. For LOOCV, however,

both SOpt and SRand are included in the test sets to thoroughly
test the classifier’s ability to generalize.

Figure 9a shows that all classifiers experience a steep improve-
ment in accuracy early on. The NB classifier compares well with
the other classifiers at this stage. However, the mean accuracy
of NB drops after 15 maps while the other classifiers generally
continue to improve. The classifiers are all performing better
than both runs of the random classifier, which both appropriately
have an accuracy measure of around 0.5 for all map indices.

Both the random forest and the neural network classifiers are
performing well. However, the downside to the use of the neural
network is that time requirements for training the classifier
sharply increase with the number of training samples. Thus, a
simple improvement to the current implementation may be to
use a random forest classifier in the RS player model and not
the current NB classifier.

Figure 9b shows the results of the LOOCV. The NB classifier
typically generalizes better than the other classifiers for most
training set sizes. However, in comparison with the earlier
discussed accuracy plot, it may be that generalization is not
needed in this system and a classifier that is overfitting is not
necessarily a bad outcome.

1) Filtering Skewed Data: Two players were removed from
the data set before the mean prediction accuracy was calculated.
These two players experienced more maps than any other player,
with the longest having played 86 maps and the second longest
having played 23 maps. However, both players experienced
a poor early game, with both players’ classifiers predicting
opposite classifications for most early optimized maps. Both
players also responded to the optional survey and both iden-
tified themselves as being inexperienced game players. Upon
inspection of gameplay data, it appears as though they have both
provided contradictory ratings for similar map at the start of play
that may be a result of their developing preferences and skill.
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Figure 9. The mean classification scores of NB and comparative classifiers. (a)
Mean prediction accuracy for given map index (SOpt only). (b) Mean accuracy
using LOOCV at the given map index (both SOpt and SRand). All players
except two were included in these plots.

Despite this, both players stated that their experience improved
over time, which is reflected in the accuracy plots of these
two players (not shown here) as prediction accuracy begins to
improve after about 20 maps. However, as all other players
experienced 18 maps or less, this late improvement does not
stop the data of these two players from skewing all other player
data.

E. Results Discussion

The hierarchical optimization reduced the complexity of each
sub-problem but also made evaluation more difficult. As the
experiment tested all the solutions simultaneously in a real-world
situation, attributing successes and limitations to individual so-
lutions is nontrivial. Despite this, below is a discussion of some
of the potential causes of the results presented earlier.

The statistical analysis of the ratings suggests that the op-
timized maps are, on average, receiving better ratings than
randomly generated ones. However, the effect size is small and
it’s not clear whether this is due to poorly performing player
models or a lack of variety in potential maps caused by the
game design and constrained discrete generative processes. It’s
also possible that the statistical difference is due to IEC keeping
the player more engaged or that the players sought to self-
validate their IEC choices. A growing body of work hints that
involving the player in the authorship of content through IEC
improves their experience [22], [24], [8]. The present work
adds yet another perspective on the possibilities for involving

players in this way and raises questions about when the player’s
contribution is most essential and most satisfying.

The fixed n-ary tree representation produced a similar shaped
distribution of room counts to random generation but had a more
even likelihood of medium and large geometries. Despite being
given the opportunity of larger geometries during IEC and survey
responses and ratings indicating preferences for medium and
large sized maps, players instead mostly chose maps with only
2 rooms. This may be due to more small maps being shown
during IEC, causing an unintended alteration of the player’s
subconscious preferences. Alternatively, it may be that players
chose smaller maps due to previous bad experiences with larger
ones. In both approaches, it is more likely for smaller maps to
have an appropriate content balance (and therefore challenge) in
every room, making them more likely to be completed.

The CPPN-NEAT approach to calculating content densities
explored more of the solution space than random generation by
creating more logical patterns of content throughout a map. It
was also found that maps with fluctuating difficulty were rated
well more often than other difficulty trends. This aligns with map
design theory that promotes sequences of high and low intensity
gameplay [45]. It should be noted that as a map grows in size
it is more likely to have a fluctuating difficulty trend, which
when combined with the CPPN patterns may explain why large
optimized maps were more likely to be rated well.

While the mean prediction accuracy of the RS player models
can be improved upon, the results are what we expected and are
comparable with past studies on using NB classifiers for content-
based RS [33]. However, there are also other recommender
algorithms [29] which may provide a significant improvement.

Finally, 75.62% of survey respondents indicated that the
variety of maps was fair or worse. This limitation may simply
be due to the reuse of the same assets and mechanics in every
map. Addressing this issue would either require better game
design or the procedural generation of other aspects of the game.
Alternatively, the lack of variety may be due to the RS or CPPN-
NEAT being stuck in a local optimum, providing the player with
similar content densities and, therefore, repetitive experiences.
This type of overspecialization is a common issue in the RS
field [29].

VI. GENERALIZING THE SOLUTIONS

With creative thinking, a range of SBPCG problems can be
decomposed. Some cases are more obvious, such as generating
multiple types of game content that play significantly different
roles in player’s experience. For example, using separate evolu-
tionary processes and preference models for weapon properties
and the appearance of armor; or optimizing a narrative and
then searching for a map to contain it, similar to the workflow
of Hartsook et al. [19] However, less obvious cases are those
where the result appears to be a single piece of content, such as
the complete maps being generated in this paper. Another such
example may include generating game mechanics by searching
for scoring rules and win conditions separately. Some of these
examples require information to be shared between evolutionary
cycles, which can be achieved with a hierarchical approach
or a co-evolutionary one [11]. Decomposition should also be
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considered if the problem is a low-dimensional multiobjective
optimization of game content, as it may be better to solve sub-
problems separately than to use weighted fitness functions or
Pareto front methods.

However, problems should not be decomposed to the point
where the resulting sub-content don’t individually affect the
player’s experience. For example, wall arrangements and door
placements both affect the player’s navigation and exploration
potential and so can be optimized as a single objective. Using
multiple evolutionary processes can also be computationally ex-
pensive if the genetic operators, fitness evaluation, and genotype-
to-phenotype conversion are not efficient.

The abstract concept of combining pre-made geometry tem-
plates to form a larger geometry has been a popular approach
in the past [46]. However, the fixed n-ary tree representation
of the geometry is the least generalizable of the sub-solutions
due to it being designed to work well with PCG: Angry Bots
and the CPPN representation. It is suitable for use in structured
linear games with maps in which there is one entry point and
one exit point and where each node of the tree is self-contained.
Examples of this are the Portal series (Valve Corporation, 2007),
which presents a sequence of isolated physics puzzles to solve,
and dungeons in roguelikes. It can also be used with exterior
environments, such as heightmap terrains, if each geometry
template has high walls on some borders to stop the player from
leaving the valid area of play.

Using IEC to optimize the geometry of a map is suitable when
knowing the map shape prior to play is beneficial (e.g. racing
games) and geometry candidates can be clearly previewed but is
not appropriate when the exploration of unknown areas is a key
entertainment factor of the game (e.g. many role playing games).
Additionally, in our deployed system, it was more likely for
small maps to be shown in the IEC interface and we observed
that this may have influenced player preferences. When using
IEC to generate game content, the interface should present a
diverse range of candidates. This allows the player to naturally
express their preferences without pressure from the system. In
PCG: Angry Bots, diversity could be enforced by ensuring that
no two map candidates in a single generation have the same
number of rooms.

In this paper, we used locations on the geometry as the input
to a CPPN and translated the output as a quantity of content
at that location. In this case, the inputs were the coordinates of
nodes in the geometry tree. However, other forms of location
tags on the geometry or Cartesian coordinates could be used.
It may also be possible to first determine the content layout
and then procedurally generate the surrounding geometry, similar
to how Dormans and Bakkes [16] build spaces around mission
objectives using grammars. For the output of the CPPN, each
piece of content can be given a separate output node of the
network or one node can specify the type of content while the
other specifies the quantity or difficulty setting of that type of
content at the given input location. Here the output values were
converted into discretized ordinal settings but they could also be
converted to integers to specify an exact quantity.

Currently the CPPN is being used to calculate discrete settings
in small sized maps. However, many existing CPPN applications
calculate continuous outputs from either continuous or high

resolution inputs [22, 24]. In any of those applications, using
discretized input or output may have reduced the visible patterns
visible in the output. Using continuous inputs and outputs for
content density should improve the variety of maps by producing
more detailed patterns but will likely also allow for invalid maps.

As with the fixed n-ary tree, this solution currently suits
self-contained linear game maps. The content quantities are
calculated before the map begins and therefore the map can
become empty when the player moves through it. In games
where space is to be reused, a mechanism would need to be
introduced to periodically reintroduce content. In multiplayer
experiences, it would also be necessary to determine the quantity
and location of respawn points for the players.

The RS player model can be used during personalized PCG
of game maps in most singleplayer game genres that have self-
contained maps. This solution can also be used in multiplayer
games, where the best candidate map is the one that has the
highest likelihood of being congenial to all participating players.
It can be easily adjusted to work with any dungeon or arena
style gameplay but not for open world landscapes or continuous
gameplay where there is no logical break in play to gather
subjective player feedback. Furthermore, the RS player model
can be generalized to other forms of game content by keeping
in mind that a player is synonymous with an RS user and
the potential content solutions are the RS items. It can be
used almost entirely as it is presented here, with the only
required change being made to the content features, which can
be designed with expert knowledge. The content should be
described as completely as possible with as few features as
possible.

It is important for the player to have some conscious pref-
erences over the game content. For example, the player may
not have any preferences over the shape of terrain, only an
expectation that it’s of a certain quality. Meanwhile, most players
have strong preferences over the types of weapons that they
use in a game and so can report this in subjective feedback.
Additionally, a content-based RS is better suited for ongoing,
repetitive experiences, such as experiencing multiple maps or
weapons during the lifetime of play. However, for one-off
experiences, such as the narrative in a game that may only
be played once, it is better to utilize the experiences of others
through collaborative filtering, similarly to the work of Yu and
Riedl [31].

Subjective player feedback was used to train the RS player
model here but the player’s actions during gameplay can also be
monitored to deduce their preferences; a common approach in
both RS [29] and EDPCG [6]. However, doing so can introduce
bias as the designer must interpret how a player’s actions reflect
their emotions [26]. Finally, if a content-based RS is used, then
a classifier and class setup must be chosen. A random forest
classifier appears to be a strong choice and a weighted-binary
class setup gives a suitable trade-off between player reporting
granularity and classifier performance.

A. Generalizing the Methodology

The user experiment in this paper was administered in an
unsupervised public format. This was done to evaluate the
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proposed solutions in a natural, relaxed environment. Participants
could play for as long as they wanted, at a convenient time, in
anonymity, and without the pressure of performing in front of
a research team. This simulates the way in which commercial
games may be beta tested within the community and avoids
unintentional experimental biases where possible. Such exper-
iments are better suited to evaluating the commercial viability
of a solution over structured, supervised user experiments. They
also allow for data to be gathered from a larger and more diverse
audience than could otherwise be recruited to on-site lab testing,
especially for small research teams.

Unfortunately, this approach does reduce the amount of ex-
perimental control and leads to noisy player data. Controlled
environments allow for easier evaluation of the resulting data
and for more definitive conclusions because variables can be
fine-tuned during participation and users can be probed for
further information. However, the data is not gathered from
the entirety of the user experience, which, for games, involves
player’s enjoying the activity as a form of entertainment rather
than as a task to be completed under supervised conditions.

In the unsupervised setting, proper statistical analysis of
the resulting data becomes an important means of discerning
meaning from the noisy player data. In a personalized PCG
solution, we are primarily concerned with detecting whether the
system is providing a better experience over a random baseline,
whether the players’ preferences are being properly captured
and utilized, and the generative range of the various PCG
components. These are evaluated here by the metrics described
in Section IV. Conveniently, the subjective player feedback can
be used to not only construct a player model but also as a means
of evaluating a system’s performance.

Finally, administering post-play surveys in an unsupervised
public experiment can be difficult, especially when the period of
play is indefinite (i.e. there is no end to the game). The survey
can be forced onto the player after a specified time but this
invasive act may encourage a premature stop in play. On the
other hand, making the survey optional avoids interruption to
play but makes it easier for the player to ignore or forget it. As
a design choice, we used the latter setup as the survey data was
of secondary interest compared to the interaction data.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we investigated procedurally generating maps of
a 3D action-shooter game to match the preferences of individual
players. The map generation and optimization process was
decomposed into two integrated searches; one for geometry and
the other for content densities. The geometry was represented
by a fixed n-ary tree and evaluated through IEC, while the
density of content was indirectly represented by a CPPN and
a content-based RS was used as the fitness evaluator to CPPN-
NEAT. An unsupervised public experiment showed that while
decomposition allowed for appropriate solutions to be devised
for each search, it also made the attribution of performance
more difficult. However, results indicated that the systems were
performing well but that there is room for improvement. Ad-
ditional findings include players choosing smaller geometries
despite reporting that they enjoyed larger ones and that players

generally preferred maps with a fluctuating difficulty. Our current
implementation somehow lacks variety in experiences, which
may be due to limitations in gameplay design, the discretized
generative processes, or overspecialization during optimization.

Planned future work currently includes testing the RS ap-
proach to player modeling in other contexts, both as it is
presented here as well as including advances from the RS
research field. Applying a collaborative filter to a domain in
which there are no co-ratings is difficult but the results here
show that there are commonalities between players that could be
exploited with a modified collaborative filter. This would be an
efficient way of improving the quality of recommendations after
fewer maps, while still using a per-player preference models. We
also wish to investigate the mitigation of overspecialization with
a novelty function [47] during CPPN-NEAT. However, simply
looking for novelty may result in many maps that a player
doesn’t enjoy. Using a feasible-infeasible dual population [48]
could allow for maps that are predicted to be disliked to be
placed in the infeasible population and explore novelty only in
maps that are predicted to be enjoyed.

The study of PCG, and more specifically procedural map
generation, remains to be a topic that is open to creative solu-
tions. While many games and content types require customized
solutions, best practices are starting to emerge for generative
PCG, such as the use of World Machine (World Machine
Software, 2014) or SpeedTree (Interactive Data Visualization
Inc, 2014) in commercial games. However, the personalization
of games through PCG is only recently gaining research interest
and is yet to produce any community leading solutions. Hence,
we look forward to future investigations in this emerging field
that has the potential to change the way that we develop and
experience games.
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